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To wards a New Mone t a r y P a r adigm: A Quantil y T heo re m
of Di8llggrcgnted Cr edit , ~ith Evide n ce froUl J a pllll
By Richard A. Werner: Oxford and Tokyo '·
I. In troduction
Thomas Kuhn's (1962) account of the growth of scientific knowledge
describes the process of a paradigm shift as follows: the received theory
or app roach, consisting of a set of assumptions and procedures, becomes
u nable to explain an increasing number of 'anomalies'. It is initially
patched up by ad hoc assumpti on s or adjustments, but as the number of
inexplicable facts rises, it is eventually repla~d by a new paradigm that
explains as much as the previous approach but in ad dition can also
account for the 'anomalies'. Similarly, Lakatos (1970), who suggested the
concept of scientific resear ch p rogrammes that are based on a hard core
of provisionaUy accepted assumptions, argues that a N!search programme
will be rejected, if another programme can explain everything its rival
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can explain, but also those facts the rival could not (see Backhouse,
1985, for a discussion of economic methodology).
In the 1980s and early 19905, three 'anomalies' have occurred in a
number of countries which have been difficult to reconcile with the generally accepted N!lationship of money, economic activity and prices
according to the traditional monetary paradigm. These aN! (1) the apparent velocity decline and the resulting instability or 'breakdown' of the
money demand function in several Anglo-Saxon countries, Scandina via
and in Ja pan; (2) the occurrence of significant asset price rises, often
dubbed 'bubbles', especially in the UK , Scandinavian countries, Taiwan,
Korea and Japan; and (3), the enormous surge of capital flows from
Japan in the 1980s and their sudden collapse in the early 19905.
In this paper a different mone tary paradigm is p roposed t ha t, despite its
simplicity is found to encompass the old approach and at the same time
accounts for the anomalies that the old approach could not expLain.
The pa per is organised as follows: First, the three main 'anomalies' are
reviewed, as reflected in the recent literature. Second , a simple alternative macro-economic model is introduced that Is in theory able to
ex plain these 'an omalies'. The new approach suggests (1) to replace the
standard definition of the money supply as deposits with a definition
based on credit creation ; (2) that the standard 'quantity theory of money'
is a special case of a more general disaggregated quantity theorem,
which distinguishes between credit creation used for 'real" and 'financial' transactions; a sudden rise of the latter may be induced by banks,
which results in asset p rice bubbles; and (3) that excess credit creation
entering the 'financial circulation' is likely to spill over abroad as foreign investment and hen ce determine capital flows. Third, the relationships postulated by the alternative model are telliled empirically. Sin~
Japa n is the most important country where all 'anomalies' have occurred
and indeed seem to have been most pronounced, the Japanese experience
is drawn on lor the empirical work. It is found that all three anomalies
can be explained em pirically by the new approach. The paper ends by
discussing some implications lor economic policy and future research.
U. Anomalie$ of lhe st andard macro mune tary model
The received approach in monetary economics, cent ring on t he macroeconomic relationship between money, economic activity and prices, is
usually expressed in its most basic form by the well_known equation of
exchange. cornmonly referred to as th e 'q uantity theory of money'
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(deriving from Newcomb, 1885, and Fisher, 1911). Often in logarithmic
form, it is still the core workhorse of most macro-economic models:

'recurring bouts of instability in money demand' (Gold/tid and Sichel,

(1)

MV = PY

P is the price level of goods and services and Y represents national
output or income, M is the supply of money, originally defined as 'cash',
In practice, money is usually defined as an aggregate of private sector
assets, largely deposits. Often, several definitions of money, from M 1 to
M4, are used in parallel without a priori theoretical superiority, simply
depending on which suits the purposes of the author best or happens to
have the best empirical fit. Velocity V is assumed to be constant. With a
stable veloci ty, a dependable relationship between nominal national
income PY and M exists in the form of a money demand function. This
has been put to use by central banks in an attempt to control nominal
GDP by money supply targeti ng.
1. The anomaly

of the

velocity decline

The stable relationship between M and P or M and PY proposed by the
equation of exchange more or less appeared to hold until the 19705.
However it "increas ingly came apart at the seams during the course of
the 19805" (Goodhart, 1989), especially in several Anglo-Saxon and
Scandinavian countries and Japan, where significant declines in velocity
were observed. "Once viewed as a pillar of macro-economic models, it is
now widely regarded as one of the weakest stones in the foundation"
(Boughton, 1991). Variable velocity is a problem for traditional monetary
models, because it renders the money demand [unction 'unstable' and
hence monetary policy difficult or impossible to implement.
A large body of literature has tried to grapple with this 'anomaly' (see
the surveys by Goodhart, 1989, and Gold/eld and Sichel, 1990). Many
writers have explained it by financial Iiberalisation and structural
changes in the flnancial system which are di fficult to quantify (see Bank
of Japan, 1988, for such an argument about the Japanese case). In
response, different definitions of money have been used, usually getting
broader and culminating in a liquidity_weighted average of deposits, the
'divisia index' (see, for insta nce , Bank 0/ England, 1996). Others have
suggested different measures of prices P by incorporating not only goods
and services, but also asset prices (Shibuya, 1991). Similarly, the so_
called P ' models have tried to modify the old theory (see, for instance,
Deutsche Bundesbank, 1992). Nevertheless, the main problem remains:
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1990, p. 349). As a result, most resear<;hers have abandoned the ambition

of finding a generally applicable measure of the money supply or a general explanation of the anomaly. In the UK and the US, policy makers
have shifted monetary targeting until finally giving it up altogether,)
Today, virtually aU central banks monitor various deposit aggregates and
make ad hoc judgements. Given this state of affairs concerning a central
tenet of macro-economics, many researchers have called for 'an alternative paradigm' (Spindt, 1987; also Judd and Scadding, 1982; Gordon,
]984; Roley, 1985).2
2. The anomaly of asset price bubbles

Another important 'anomaly' is the occurrence of significant rises of
asset prices in several countries during the 1980s. Often this has been
referred to as asset price inflation or financial 'bubbles' (see Muellbauer
and Murphy, 1989, and Muellbauer, 1992, on the UK, Ministry 0/
Finance, 1993, on Japan and Shigemi, 1995 , for an overview of selected
countries). The Japanese case is particularly rich in cvidence, as duri ng
the 1980s Japan witnessed what must rank as the biggest financial
'bubble' on record. Stock and land prices rose rapidly. According to the
National Land Agency (1990), the consumer price index rose by less than
500% between 1955 and 1989. Land prices, however, increased by more
than 5000 % over the same period, the biggest rises taking place in the
late 1980s. In 1989 it was calculated that the real estate value of Metropolitan Tokyo exceeded the real estate value of the entire United States
of America. Land accounted for 70% of Japan's total net worth, while it
made up less than 25 % of US net worth. Noguchi (1990) argued that in
the 1980s land prices were detached from their theoretical net present
value. Asako (1991) found that the Japanese land price 'bubble' was too
la rge to qualify as 'rational bUbble'. Japanese asset prices have therefore
remained unexplained by economic fundamentals (French and Poterba,
1991). Some observers (Weroer, 1991, 1993, 1994) had however begun to
point out the importance of bank behaviour and credit creation in the
propagation of asset bubbles. This is disputed by others (Hutchison,
1994).
! The Federal Reserve 'de-emphasised' M I targeting in 1982 and abandoned formal targeting altogether in 1987 (see Board of Governors of rhe Federal Reserve
SYJrem, 1988).
2 Ll!1Ientakis and Br;$$"nis (1991) call for a new approach that can also take
capital flows Into consideration.
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3. The anomaly of Japanese foreign investment

A favourite European banking view is that the capital outflow from the USA is
the result of exct'uiw. credit creaUon in the latter. It is sometimes said that the
USA exports inflation, although it Is not explained how it happens that the USA
has lower rales of Increase In prices and money lu pp ly tlu.n European eountries.
(In one view, the USA h;u no inflation because il exported It to Europe!) .. John
Extu of the First Nati onal City Ba nk of New York has gone so far as to say that a
dollar in cred it creation is a dollar o f capital outflow (p. 216),

The thi rd major 'anomaly' of monetary economi cs in th e 19 805 co ncerns Japanese capital outflows, which in the 1980s far exceeded the
record~hish current account surplus and rendered Japan th e biggest ever
net long~term ca pital exporter, This drama ti c ex pansion of Ja pa nese for~
eign investment was followed by an equaUy dramatic collapse: In 199 1,
J apa ncse net capital exports suddenly vanished and the world's largest
creditor nation turned into a net importer of capital, despite a resurgent
current account surplus. Although these extraordinary developments
should have a ttracted widespread interest, surprisingly little work has
been done on Japanese capital flows. 3 The few existing studi es, mainly
based on interest rate d ifferentials and exchange rates, have n ot been
very successful empiricalll - despite the fa ct tha t none attempts to
tackle the collapse of foreign investment in 1991.
The only paper that successfully explains Japanese capital flows in the
1980s and early 1990s has done so by moving beyond the traditional
portfolio models by incorporating, more or less ad hoc, a variable that
represents the Japanese asset price bubble: We171eT (1994) found that in a
Kouri-PorteT (1974) type model of capital flows, price variables had little
lI¥pl.anat ory power, while l:llld-reIMcd credit creation, which wu "us ~
pected to be fuelling the land price boom in Japan, was strongly signifi ~
can t. However, this attempt to reconcile traditional m odels with reality
has done so only with great difficulty: the key variable of th e portfolio
model is n ot a price, but a quant ity. Moreover, this quantity - land~
related credit - is not a private sector asset, but a liability. This raises
questi ons abou t the applica bility of the portfolio model approach alto~
gether, which so far has been the theoretical underpinning of ca pital
flow studies.
Werner 's finding resembles ano ther 'anomaly' occurring in the 19605,
when enonnous US capital outflows seemed to buy up large parts of
Europe - dubbed le de!i A merican at th e time. Some observers had
argued that US capita l flows might be due to excess credit creation in
the US. ChaTles KindlebergeT (1966) relayed this suspicion as follows:
I A s in other st\ldies on Japanese loreign investment, the focus I! on long-term
capital flows, which dominated the capital account ~nd seem to have been the
autonomous fon:e, with short-term capital flows behaving more like a residual in
order to balance th e balance 01 payments identity between the capital and current
accounts.
4 UedCl ~ (1991) regression has a disappointing fit and is not subjected to the
nandan:! tests.

However, Kindleberger dismissed such a li nk, so that it was never put
to a serious econometric lUI or embedded in a theoretical model.

UI. Towa rds a new pa radigm of di saggregated Cr edit

Various attempts have been made to amend the old mo n etary paradigm
by adding ad hoc assumptions and extensions t o the standard framework
in order to account for the three 'anomalies'. Howeve r, major problems
remain. Thus a new general approach that can account for whatever th e
old framework could explain, but also t he observed anoma lies should
receive precedence over the old framework. Below an attempt is made at
presenting such an approach in its most basic form.

1. 'Money''''' endi'

The tradition to define M in (1) as a deposit aggregate is problematic
for several reasons:
(a) The 'quantity theory of money' argues that money is direcUy
related to nominal income or output, and hen ce to prices. However, only
purchasing power t hat is actually used for transactions ca n infl uence
nominal income. Therefo r e, a quantity relation ship between prices or
GOP and money should more p recisely refer to that part of the money
supply that beco mes effective pltTchtl$jng poweT. Traditional money
s upply measures, such as MI, M2 or M3 ma inly refer t o money that is
deposited with banks. At any moment in time, this is merely potential,
n ot effective purchasing power, since deposits need to be withdrawn
first. Deposits do not represent spending but t he op posi te, namely sa v~
ings. But only spending can be expected to affect GDP di rectly in (1).
(b) Defining money by ce rta in private sector assets, such as depos its,
leads to t he theoretical dilemma that is not clear where t o draw the line
among the wide spectrum of p ri vate assets. Since none of them is at any
moment in time d irectly used for purchases. but merely represents poten~
tial purchasing power, there is no a priori theoretical reason why not
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increasingly broader definitions of private sector assets should be used
to define M. Time deposits, CDs, bonds and perhaps even real estate
could be defined as money in this view. Any chosen monetary aggregate
is t hen susceptible to shifts of private sector assets into or out of its definition domain. This would suggest increases or reductions in the 'money
supply', without any macro-economic change in the amount of purchasing power or transactions in the economy.' Consequently, the large literatUfe on the definition of the money supply had to remain arbitrary and
inconclusive.

credit creation. 7 USing total bank credit as the measure of the ' money
supply' M in equation (1) has the advantage that (a) credit always represents effective purchasing power, as n o borrower will lake out a loan if
there is no plan to use the mo ney for transactions ; (b) it becomes possible to define effective pUrchasing power clearly - namely not bank Iiabil·
ities, but bank assets or private sector liabilities to the bank sector ; and
(c) cred it aggregates are available by economic sector and hence provide
us with additional information about the d irection of purchasing powersomething deposit aggregates cannot te ll us.

(c) Early writers such as Hume (1752), Say (1803) and Newcomb (1885)
that firmly established the idea of the 'quantity theory' were mainly
thinking about an economy using commodity money, such as gold, as
medi um of exchange. The role of banks was both smaller a nd less well
understood than it is today. The redefinition of M as bank deposits has
been justified since Phillips (1920) by the assumption of a stable link
between deposits and the monetary base, the familiar money multiplier,
which seems to render unnecessary the explicit modelling of the role of
banks.
However, since t he treatment of informational imperfections in the
credit market by Stiglitz and Weiss (1981 ), this view has increasingly
been challenged by t he 'credit school'. A wealth of empirical evidence
has been supportive of the c redit view.' Yet, the tendency of modern
macro·economics to start w ith the 'micro· foundations' has hindered even
the credit literature: On the micro·level, each bank appears to be taking
i.n deposits and then giving the money out as loans. 'Credit view'
research t hus t reats banks merely as 'financial intermediaries'. However,
for the whole economy the causation is in reverse: banks create new pur·
chasing power by t he extension of loans. Thus the literature has so far
focused on micro·economic models a n d has neglected the implications of
the credit view on macro--economic relationships, such as the equation of
exchange (1).
This paper proposes that the problems of the traditional approach can
be solved by changing the focus from deposit aggregates to measures of
t In Japan, for instar.ce, the traditional depoSit measure M2 ... cn does not
include private deposits with the pOltal savings system. Any shitl of private
deposits (rom banks to postal savings accounts has therefore tended to slow the
growth of the 'money supply' defined by M2 ... CD and any reverse shift suggested
fasler 'money supply' growth - when in actual fact neither effective purchasing
power. nor economic transactions, nor GDP was affected.
f See Ge~tler (1988), Goodhar! (1989), Jaffee and Stiglitz (1990) and Albopp and
M(Jye~ (1994) for a survey.
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Z. A Dichotomous Equation of Exchange

Another fundamental flaw of the t r aditional approach has been that
equation (1) assumes that money M is spent on transactions involving
goods and services only, represented by Y. Clearly, this is doubtful.
EVents of t he 19805 - booming financial markets and riSing asset prices a re suggestive of the hy pothesiS that, increasingly, private sector purchasing power had been used for financial transactions that had a bigger
impact on asset prices than on GOP growth.
Fisher and Keynes felt Similarly about the experience of the 1920s.
Keynes (1930) suggested to divide deposit-money flows into those enter·

ing the 'industrial' circulation and those being employed in the 'finan·
cial' cir<:ulation. This division, however, was practically impossible, since
deposits do not give any indication a bout the use to which money is put
in the economy. However, adopti ng the credit view, and defining M in (1)
as total credit, such a d istinction becomes possible. because data on the
di rection of loa ns by sector are available in most countries. By instit utional analysis and the use of s uch clisaggregaled credit data it can be
detennined, at least approximately, what share of purchasing power is
primarily spent on 'real' transactions that are part of GOP and what pa rt
is primarily used for fina ncial transactions.
1 Proponents of the deposit view sometimes argue that it should not malter.
whether deposits or loans are being analysed, as both tend to be equal in the long
run . Due to the problem 01 defining deposit money, this is often not true. Werner
(l996b) has shown tha t In the Japanese case, a broad credit measure and M2 ... CD,
the traditional deposit measure, diverged greatly in the 1990s. WhiJe significant
growth of l'II2 ... CD seemed to suggest an economic recovery in 1995, the credit
aggregate suggested a contraction of nominal GOP growth - for the first time
since 1931. The latter is what happened. Conversely, while M2+CD growth
N!mained stable from mld-1995, the credit aggregate suggested a sudden economic
recovery from the fourth quarter of 199.5. which again materialised.
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While a more complex disaggregation is possible, here the first basic
step of a dichotomous credit-money circulation is undertaken :

financial markets, symmetric information and perfect foresight , this
would not happen. However, in a world similar to the one we live in, this
is easily possible: Banks tend to cxtend loans with real or financial assets
as collateral. Ceteris paribus, if more purchasing power is newly created
that is used for real estate transactions (i.e. C, rises) , land prices (a large
part of PI') rise. Thus the appearance of asset price bubbles is not an
'anomaly', but a result that is to be expected , if C,. rises significantly.

(')

c ..

C.

+ C,

C represents loans by deposit-taking financial institutions. ell is
credit-money used for ' real transactions' that are part of GOp' such as
investment or consumption, and C F is credit-money used for financial
transactions, such as speculative real estate purchases, which are not
part of GOP. With this d istinction the classical quantity t heory of money
can now be refonnulated in a mo re precise way. For the 'real economy'
we obtain the following equation of exchange :
(3)

With a stable 'real' velocity of credit-money, VII, the stock of credit-

money that enters the real circulation determines the nominal value of
goods and services. However, credit-money may also be used to purchase
financial or real estate assets, without directly entering the investmentwage-consumption cycle of the real economy for a significant length of
time. Initially making the Simplistic assumption that asset price adjustment takes the same fonn as goods price adjustment, a tentative formulation of the financial circulation (which abstracts from other factors)
may be:
(. )

c,v, _ P,A

With a stable 'financial ' velocity of credit-money, the stock of creditmoney that enters the 'financial' circulation determines the nominal
value of assets , P, x A.

3. Financial asset bubbles
When credit creation is increaSingly channelled into the financial circulation, total C in (2) rises, while PH. may not be affected by much. But P,
would be pushed up according to equ ation (4). In other words, in times
when banks lend heavily for specula tive purposes, such as the margin
lending of the 19205 in the US or the property lending of the 1980s in
Scandinavia and Japan, asset price inflation is likely to occur, although
consumer prices may hardly rise. 8 In a world of perfectly competitive
B In the UK experien!:e, a spe<:ulatlve bubble in the housing market. was trig_
gered by competition among banks to extend mortgages to individuals. The share

'"

The process that can trigger such asset price bubbles deserves consideration. Banks engage in asset collateralisation, because each bank
assumes it cannot influence the pri!:e level of the collateral asset. However, if a large proportion of a country's banks engage in increased real
estate- related lending, real estate prices will be pushed up according to
(4). Due to the fallacy of composition - individual banks take land prices
as given, while in effect all banks together influence land prices - there
is an externality in the banks' behaviour. Land prices, although driven
up by the collective behaviour of banks, are seen as good reason to
extend further land-related loans by individual banks. A land 'bubble' is
the result. The process is triggered by changed bank behaviour: When a
shock renders banks keen to expand their loan books, they can do so by
focusing on collateralised loans. As banks raise the loan/valuation ratios
(see Muellbauer, 1992, on the U K ), credit constraints are alleViated, collateral prices pushed up and speculative borrOwing demand rises. This
represents a kind of 'Say's law of credit'; credit supply creates its
demand via appreciating collateral values.
In the UK and Scandinavian countries changed bank behaviour seems
to have been triggered by deregulation of banking controls and heightened competition between banks for market share. It may be equally
due to regulation, however as in Japan. Moreover, historic experience
suggests that asset price 'bubbles' can be created using any kind of asset
class as preferred collateral. In the 1980s, banks focused on real estate
coliateraIisation. In the 1920s in the US, they engaged in margin lending,
using stocks as collateral. The outcome is the same: the price of the
collateralised asset is drive n up, which facilitates further loan growth.
of mortgage loans out of total loans rose sixfold from 1980 to 1984 alone (Drayson,
198$). In temu; of our model, excels credit creation entered no t only the financial,
but also the real circulation, as speculators were mainly individuals, not firms (as
in the case of Scandinavia and Japan in Ule 1980s). Their increased purchasing
power reduced savings, boosted consumption and by entering the real circulation
pushed up consumer prices. It also produced a balance of payments deficit, as the
domestic economy was not able to satisfy the increased demand produced by
excelS credit creation.
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4. The velocity 'anomaly'

world with high capital mobility, increased C r is unlikely to remain
restricted to domestic financial transactions, but is likcly to increase foreign investment as well. In the pure case net capital outflows are directly
proportional to excess credit creation entering the financial circulation:

In our framework it is also not surprising that researchers reported
velocity declines in those countries where asset bubbles occurred,
because both phenomena are due to a disproportionate rise in C r _ This
can easily be seen when comparing the tradi tional 'quantity theory of
money' velocity from (1) with our disaggregated credit velocity, given by:
(5)

v

=

v~

+ V,

'" constant

(5')

Even if the real velocity V}! remained constant over the 19805, the velocity of the traditional quantity theory of money, here called VM , would
give the erroneous impression that overall velocity has declined, since it

is defined as:
(6)

V.w = Pl!.Y / M.

With the broad money supply M approximately equalling the total

(7)

!'J.F = kt.C F

This framework provides a theo retical explanation of the 'anomaly' of
Japanese capital flows in the 1980s and early 1990s: with the rise of
credit creation in financial circulation, capital would be expected to flow
out of Japan , irrespective of interest rate a nd exchange rate movements.
It would also support the 1960s' suspiCion about US capital flows. It is
also in line with earlier critique of the prevailing capital flow models
that place undue emphasis on stock adjustment and interest differentials,
thus neglecting the importance of flow adjustment and overall portfolio
growth (see Willett and Forte, 1969; Floyd, 1969; Niehans, 1984 ; Werner,
1994).10 Moreover, it is in line with the f inding by Werner (1994).

IV. Explaining t h e J apanese ' anomalies' empirically

credit aggregate C, redefine (6) as:
(6')

V~ =

PllY /C

and compare it with the real velocity VR:
(5. 1)

Keeping (2) in mind, it is clear that V~ will fall as C r rises faster than
CII and income. However, real velocity VII need not decline. The observed
decline is merely due to the mis-specification of (1), which neglects
financial transactions. The framework of disaggregated credit therefore
also explains the velocity 'anomaly'.

5. Open Economy Extension

The basic model of disaggregated credit can be extended for open economies to take a ccount of international capital flows. Foreign assets constitute one component of a diversified asset portfolio. Since the real circulation is confined to the domestic real economy, funds for net foreign investment (both 'direct' and 'portfolio' investment 9 ) derive from the financial
circulation. Similarly to the 'd iffusion of specie' of classical writers, in a

1. The Illusion of a Velocity Decline in the 1980$
Using the traditional definition of the velocity from (1) and (6), with
PII Y represented by nominal GDP and adopting the accepted practice of
defining M as the broad deposit aggregate M2+CD (see, for instance,
Bank oj Japan, 1988), we obtain t he velocity curve shown in Figure 1 for
the time period 1970 to. 1996. As can be seen , velocity declined significantly, especially in the decade of the 1980s. This confirms the 'anomaly'
of traditional monetary theery. According to our disaggregated [rame~ Rll.ffin and Rasukh (1986) discuss why in an internatianal macro-economic
model, portfolio and ' direct" foreign investment should be considered in aggregate,
rather than individually. They provide empirical evidence for the ~ubs t i tutability
of both fonns of long-term investment fo r the US case. Werner (1994) provides
explicit empirical evidence in support of the substitutability hypothesis in the
case of 1980s' Japan.
10 Excess credit creation in the financial circulation expands the total national
financial portfolio. In this case even with an unchanged share af foreign assets,
ane would expect credit creatian to. result in capital autflaws. In the words of
WiJJezt and Forte (1969), p. 247: "Thus as partfolios graw over time. the absolute
amount of capital placed abroad would increase even though relative interest
incentives remained the same". The open economy model could also. be interpreted
ns a credit-economy version of the monetary approach to capital flows (see IMF,
1977; Gordon, 1977; Pajak and Argy, 1977).
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work, this is to be expected. The first test of the new approach is therefore to see whether the velocity of the real circulation, VII , is also declining, or whether it is constant. Since institutional analysis is used to identity the proxies for Cft and C F , this also constitutes a test of the suitabil-

•"

ity of the chosen proxies.
We use Bank of Japan quarterly sectoral bank loan data to measure
CII , which is defined from (2) as ell '" c - C,. We therefore only need to

identify Cr, which are those asset coUateralising bank loans that have
been used for speculative asset transactions. As has been found earlier
(Nikkei Koshasai Joho, 1991; Werner, 1991), loans to the real estate

""

•

sector, construction firms and non-bank financial institutions (which
mainly served as conduit for real estate loans) represent such speculative
credit creation that was used for real estate transactions. Using these figures, we calculate the velocity V~ of equation (6') which corresponds to
the traditional velocity definition. Figure 2 shows that V:.., declined as
expected, showing a strong negative trend. It can be seen that the velocity of the real circulation VII, i. e. the correctly defined velocity of equation {5.1}, remained remarkably stable - and in fact stayed precisely constant for the time period 1982 {ll to 1991 {I}, during the time of the
financial 'bubble'. Testing for the time trend (Table 1), we can see that
V,., has a strong and significant negative trend, while VII has virtually no
time trend at all. This supports the proposed framework of a dichotomous credit circulation and indicates that the proxies used represent C r
and CII fairly accurately.
It may be concluded that the alleged velocity decline d id not occur in
Japan: It was merely due to the misleading definition of the velocity,
based on the traditional 'quantity theory of money', which neglects the
possibility of a rise in 'money' used for financial transactions. The real
circulation velocity did in fact not decline.

g

.;

Since VII is on average constant, equation (3) holds and CII should be
closely correlated with national income or GDP. In Figure 3 we plot the
growth of nominal GDP (the real economy) against the growth of the real
credit circulation, CII. As can be seen, once we have filtered out credit
for financial transactions C r , we find a stable one-to-one relationship
between that 'money' (I.e. credit C II ) that enters the real economy and
the tangible economy. To test {3l explicitly, we take differences (the
entire model is kept in diHere nces, because (a) breaks in the credit series
can only accurately be adjusted when in differences, (b) capital flows in
equation (7) are a flow variable on which accurate levels are unavailable,
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Tabl e 1
Testing V 'II' a nd V.., for Trend

The sa mple is: 1982 (I) to 1991 (I)

Modelling

V~

Variable
Trend

R 1 '" 0.931698

by OLS (with constant)
Coefficient
- LOaS4.e- OOS

Std. Error
4.9812e- OO"i

F (1,35) '" 477.43 [0.0000)

(1' .

t~value

- 2L850

3.2350Be-005

HCSE
6.7131e-007

Part R 1
0.9317

DW. 0.237

Modelling VR by OLS (With comlanl)

Variable
Trend

Coefficient
- 6.4991e- OOa

R' z 0.000573501

Std. Error
4.5864 e- 007

F (1 ,35)., 0.020084 [0.888 11

I- value
- 0 .142

HCSE
5.8768e- 007

11 '" 2 ,97868e- 005

Part R'
0.0006

DW., 0.562
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•
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(el log differencing is the most elegant and consistent seasonal adjustment for the type of quarterly data we are using, (d) differencmg avoids
spurious correlations and (e) credit creation is a flow concept) and
expect to find, in the pure case:
(8)

Il(P,It Y) -

t.C~

In other words , one dollar in credit creation results in one dollar of

economic activity. We use the log difference of actual, quarterly nominal
GOP figures to represent P R Y and of the proxy for C1/., as described
above. We add a lag structure to account lor partial adjustment
dynamics and then reduce to the parsimonious form, which is then subjected to rigorous testing. We obtained (using PC GrvE 8,0 software):
t:.GDP _ (1 0

+

i'l16GDP(- I )

+ a,t:.C~

Table 2

0.845
10.5 17
3.504

R1 .. 0.871841 F (2,57) = 193.88 [0.0000] a,. 0.959369
RSS .. 52.46220552 for 3 variables and 60 observations

t-prob
0.4017
0.000
0.009

Part RI
0.0124
0.6599
0.172

DW '" 2.14

WALD test Chiz (1) .. 25.659 [O.OOOOJ • •

Tesu on Ihe significance of each fag:
Lag
F (num, denom)
Value
F(I ,57)",

Chi 2 (4) = 6.0337[0.1966) ; F-Form (4, 53) '" 1.4814 [0.Z2101
Ch i2 (4) _ 3.1334 [0.53581; F_Form (4, 491_ 0.72605 [0.5784J
Normality Chi2 (2) _ 1.3 126 [O.SIBBI
Chiy (4) ,. 3.6158 (0.4605]; F-Form (4, 52) '" 0.83367 [0 .5100)

Te$t of Functiona l Form
ChiZ (5) '" 3.65117 [0.5994J and F·Form (5, 51) '" 0.66256 [0.6535)
RESET test for adding Yhat"2: RESET F (l. 56) ,,0.041441 [0.8394J

Added variables: M2 .. CDs, M2+COs_l, YenUSS , YenUSS_l, JGB %, IG8%_ I , 6JGB,
Call %,Call%_I :
Add F(9,48)_ 1.6978[0. 1I56}
Added variables : MZ .. CDs, M2 .. CDilU , M2 ... CDs_2. YenUSS, YenUSid,
YenUSS_2, JGB%
JGS%_1 JGB,.._2 AJGS:
Add F (10. 47) a 1.0669 [0.4059)

Added variables: M2+CDs, M2 ... CDs_ l , M2 ... CDs_2, M2+CDL3:
Add F (4,53) _ 1.4939 [0.2173)
Added variables: JG S %, JGS%_ l , JGS%_2:
Add F (3, 54) a 0.9 2952 [0.4328)
Gra nger Causality Test betwH n ANG DP and ,OCR:

Granger-Causality test for adding 'oCR (indep.) to ANGDP (dep.):
F (6, 47) = 3.5622 [0.0055) ..

Tests on the significonce of each voriable:
variab le
F (num, denom)
Value
ANGDP
F (1, 57) '"
110.6 1
Constant
F (1, 57) =
0.71371
F (1, :)1) '"
12.279
'oCR

1

F (7, 45) . 0.732991 [0.6451J

The umple is : 1981 (2) to 1995 (4)
Autoregressive-distributed lag model of ANGDP on 6CR
(autoreg.: lags 1 to 5; distrib. : lags 0 to 5)
F (11. 47) '" 38.839 [0.0000) • •

Dyna mi c a na lysis:

Solved Slatic Lcng Run equCltion:
.6.NGDP,. .. 0.8115
.. 0.668AC..
(0.8791)
(0.13 19)
(SE)

Resid. Autoregression:
(7lagl)
Error Autocorrelation
(lags 1 to 4)
ARCH (lags I to 4):
Normality:
Heterou:edastic erron:

Added variabil'f: 'oCR _1, AC.. _2. 6C.. _3, 'oCR _4:
Add F (4, 53) _ 0.65604. {0.6252}

Modelling A N GDP by OLS

t.value

Test of Error '[I'.rm Normal ity:

L M test for omitted variabll'$

which is, of course, nothing but the empirical formulation of (8) . .6.CII is
found significant at the 1 % level and the equation seems well defined.
Table 2 shows the test results. There is an a priori case against spurious
correlation, which is supported by unit root tests. Tests for the signifi-

The sample is: 1981 (1) to 1995 (4)
Variable
CoeHicient
Std. Ern;Jr
Constant
0.222111
0.26301
.o.NGDP_1
0.72620
0.069050
6e,
0.18290
0.052195

Table Z

Co n ti"u e

110.6 1

Probability
(0.0000) • •
[0.4017)
(0.0009) • •
Probability
[0.0000) ••

Unit Root I-test
-3.9652 , .
0.84481
3.5041

Autoregressive.distributed lag model of 'oCR on ANGDP
(autoreg.: lags 1 to 5; distrl'o. : lags 0 to 5)
F (11, 47),. 73.5512 [0.0000) ••
Grang tr. Cau.sality test for adding ANGDP (indep.) to 6CII. (dep.):
F (6, 47) '" 0.80235 [0.5731)
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cance of the parameters find joint significance. The dynamic analysis

the same time, however, central bank ' guidance' procedures, in which loan
growth ceilings were sel for all individual banks, together with the banks'
bias towards mar ket-share orientation that is common to most large Japanese oligopolistic firms (see A oki and Dore, 1994) created an environment
where banks strived to always fulfil the loan growth ceilings set by the
central bank, effectively rendering them loan growth targets. H

res u h~

Jihow t hat the long-run coefficient of both proxies are well determined and significant at the 1 % level, rejecting the null that it is zero.

The lag polynomials and their standard errors are analysed and F -tests
o[ the joint significance of each variable's lag polynomial conducted.
These, and each lag length are lound to be significant at the 1 % critical
level. The error terms are found to be normal : The Durbin-Watson statistic is close to 2, indicating that the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation
of residuals fails to reject. Moreover, Lagrange multiplier tests failed to
reject the hypot,hesis of no autocorrelation. Tests [or autoregressive conditio nal heteroscedasticity (ARCH) fa iled to reject the null of no ARCH.
The null hypothesis of normality of errors failed to reject, th us no skewness and kurtosis problems ex ist. The null of no heteroscedasticity in the
dis turban ce failed to reject, indi cating unconditional homoscedasticity
of errors. The functional form also ap pears wi tho ut problems, as the
RESET test of functional form mis-specification failed to reject the null
that the model is correct, as did the CHI 2 and F-form tests, indicating
that the model is correctly specified and no variables are omitted. Explicit tests for omitted variables, adding M2+CD, ten year bond yields and
exchange rates also found no omissions. Finally, the direction of causation between credit creation in the 'real' circulation and nominal GDP
growth is tested by an autoregressi ve-distributed lag model. We found
that real circulation credlt C II Granger-causes nominal GDP growth at
the 1 % significance level, but the~ is no causality in the other direction.
In conclusion, the fina l empirical relationship (9) passes all standard
tests at highest significance levels and without visible statistical problems. The relationship is strong enough to be visible without statistical
techniques, as Figure 3 shows. Growth of loans to the real economy
single- handedly accoun ts for almost 90 % of nominal GDP growth in the
observed time period. Moreover, redefining the velocity as in (5.1) above,
our explicit test of the stable velocity assu mption was successful. Thus
the anomaly of the seeming velocity decline in J a pan during the 1980s
could be explained. Moreover, the model also explains why Japa nese
nominal GDP growth suddenly fell after 1991: credit growth collapsed.

2. Th e Creation of the Japanese bubble
Since the mid-1970s, large firms in Japan have increasingly substituted
equ ity financing for bank loans . Hence the demand for bank loans for
productive investment (entering the 'real' credit circulation) dropped. At

Ban ks, keen to extend loans but unable to increase C R , raised C F by
expanding loans collateralising land. In order to raise credi t demand to
match the desired credit expansion rates, banks drastically pushed up
loan/valuation ratios from below 70 % at the beginning of the decade, to
well over 100 % in the late 1980s (intelViews yielded ratios of up to 300 % ,
due to banks' generous anticipation of future land price r ises in their current lending decision). The increased purchasing power in the real estate
market pushed up land priCes, which in turn stimulated demand for speculative real es tate loans. There are documented cases where bank loan
officers, pressed to fu lfil their loan expansion targets, both actively
searched for borrowers and offered to generously fund the speculative
purchase of a piece of land - already chosen and its value 'estimated' by
the loan officer - with 'guaranteed' capital gain. Banks considered land as
the safest form of collateral, wi thou t questioning the nominal market
value and the degr ee to which their own collective actions had contributed to the overvaluatio n of land p rices. This externality seems to have
entailed an underestimation of systemic credit risk. Consequently, banks
strived to fulfil the double-digit loan growth targets set by the Bank of
Japan, while the real economy grew by less tha n 5 % for most of the
19805. Since total loans outstanding are about as large as nominal GDP, it
is clear that J apan was heading for disaster : total borrowing was rising
more than twice as much as income growth [or almost half a decade.
Figure 4 depicts the dramatic rise of the pro portion of bank loans
which ended up in real esta te related transa ctions (loans to real estate,
construction and non-bank financial institutions), the ratio of CI' to total
credit. With such a rise in Cd C, the increasi.ng credit crea tion for speculative purposes expanded the financial circulation and nomina l asset
prices PI' rocketed according to (4). S ince mainly corporatiOns benefitted
from land speculation and re-invested i n the 'financial' circulation , thls
purchasing power hardly entered the wage-income-spending cycle
(unlike the mortgage boom in the U. K.) . Thus the 'leakage' to the real
11 The interaction of central bank guidance and bank behaviour that gave rise
t.o the credit aggregates observed during the 1980s is sub) ~t of more detailed

work forthcoming by the author.
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circulation was limited. This is attested by a remarkably low consumer
price inflation (at times even registering a deflation), despi te doubledigit credit- money growth rates.

MOving to the empirical test of (4), we take differences and, with constant velocity, would expect to obtain in the pure case:
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In order to test (10), one would ideally use total credit creation entering the financial circulation as C r and all assets, financial and real, to
represent P F - However, such data are hard to compile. Since land prices
account for the vast majority of Japanese net worth and since land price
rises were at the core of the creation of the 'bubble', we think it is reasonable to focus on an empirical test of land prices as the proxy for P,..
This also simplifies the equation, because when taking differentials and
considering rates of change, A drops out, as the amount of land is constant. Since the speculative boom was concentrated on commercial land
in the six ma jor urban areas and rural land prices remained little
affected by the land 'bubble', we use the bi-annual commercial land
price data from the Japan Real Estate Institute on the six cities to proxy
P,.. We use Bank of Japan sectoral loan data on credit to the real estate
sector - the majority of speculative loans and most closely related to land
transactions - transformed into bi-annual data, to represent tl.C F • Using
log differences, adding a lag structure to account for partial adjustment
dynamics and reducing to the parsimonious form, we obtain the following empirical model :

This turns out to be the empirical formulation of (10). We conduct the
same statistical tests for Significance, normality, model specification and
causality as discussed above (see Table 3). Again, all tests are supportive
and show that (11) is well-defined, with high significance of the coefficients, normality of the error term and no omissions of variables. Explicitly testing for omitting nominal GOP growth, M2+CD , ten year bond
yields and caU rates, we find no omissions. The test of direction of causation between credit creation extended to real estate firms and land prices
finds that real estate lending Granger-causes land prices at the 1 %
significance level, but there is no causation the other way. The strength
of the correlation is clearly visi ble (see Figure" 5, which shows actual
variables). Thus we have found empirical support for the relationship
postulated in (10) that maintains that credit creation used for financial
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transactions will lead to rises in asset prices. The 'anomaly' of the Japanese asset price bubble is explained both theoretically and empirically
by the new approac h. The main determinant of Japanese land prices in
the 1980s has been real estate-related bank lending. This is in contrast to
the literature, which has not been able to find detenninants of land price
rises or has argued, as in Hutchison (1994), that monetary policy has not
played a large role in land price rises. 12

3. Explaining Japanese capital flows
According to (7), in an open economy without capital controls, excess
credit in the financial circulation should produce a proportionate accumulation of foreign assets. Thus in t ime periods when C p becomes significant in size compared to C R , we would expect that f:::.C p has explanatory
power in estimating net long-term capital flows from Japan. Figure 6
portrays Japanese net long-term capital flows and the changes in lending
to real estate companies, which is the core of t.C .... Y A strong correlation
over the entire observation period cannot be denied. Indeed, the robus tness of this link was demonstrated after 1990, when the imposition of
controls by the authorities on our proxy for CF virtually stopped net
long-term capital exports and depressed asset prices. However, in order
to rigorously establish (7) also relat ive to an alternative model, we a dopt
the impartial econometric modelling methodology of proceeding from
'general to specific' (see Hendry and Mizon, 1978, Hendry, 1979). We
start from a general macro-economic portfolio model similar to the one

.l

"],

]

o

o

o

~

o

o

12 Hutchison (1994) uses a general test framework that models monetary factors
as one 01 the possible shocks to aggregate demand and finds little explana tory
power for land price rises. He finds, however, that unspecified supply shocks in
the land market, such as tax laws, land-use policies, etc., are of imparlance. To
him the experience 01 the 1960s, whe!"!. after all, ' monetary factors may have
played II large role in land price movements' , is but an 'isolated episode· (p. 61).
Ito and Iwaisako (1996) have found statistical support for the argument presented
already in earlier ve:-sions of this paper (Werner, I993) that land related credit
creation is the cause of land price rises in Japan. Their pa per considers many vari_
ables in an ad hoc fashion and does not atte.mpt to produce a generally applicable
theoretical model. It also fails to mention Werner, (1993).
IJ Of course, land-related credit creatio n does not necessarily imply that those
real estate companies which borrowed from banks were also the foreign investors.
Credit-money is fungible and some agent will eventually purchase foreign assets
with it _ in practice these were to a great extent large-scale institutional investors, banks a nd other financial instit utions (but also real es tate and financial arms
of Japanese corporation s). Their assets ex panded as credit-money was rapidly
being created by the banb.
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Table J
Modelling t:::.. P, by OLS

Table 3
Continue
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The sample is: 1982 (2) to 1993 (I)

u n lest fo r omitted va ria bln

Variable
Constant
o.P,._1
C.C,_ l
.o.C,_5

Added var ia bles: Nominal GOP, M2+COs, JGB% , Call "'Add F (6, 12) .. 2.352 (0.0977]

Coefficient
-19.112
0.55314
1.1366

0.44489

Sid. Error
3.6015
0.097790
0.17688
0.16932

t-value
- 5.307
5.656
6.426
2.628

t-prob
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0171

Part Ra
0.6101
0.6400
0.6964
0.2772

Added variables: NominalGOP, NGOP_t , M2+COs, M2+CDs_l, J GB %,
JG8%_1, 4 JGB. 4JGB)loy_ l
Add F (8, 10).2.6781 (0.0 733)

R' .. 0.94852 F (3, 18),. 110 .55 (0.0000] a" 4.73678 DW:; 1.91
RSS a 403.8680302 for 4 variables lind 22 observations
90000,-----------------------------------------------,

Dyna mi c a nalysis:
Solved Static Long Run equafion:
- 42.77
.. 3.539 AC,
(S.lI2)
(Q.4705)

AP, =
(SEI

ZOOOC

WALD test Chi2 (1)" 56.57410.0000] ·'

Telt.!' on tILe significance 0/ each variable:
variable
F (nurn, denom)
Value

t.P,.
Constant

/le,

F (1. 18) '"
F (l, 18) •
F (2,18) a

3l.996
28.161
20.65

Probability
(0.0000] ..
[0.0000] • •
{D.OOOO) • •

Unit Root t-tnt
- 4.5695 u
- 5.3067
5.4688

Tests on 1M signi/iconce 0/ each lag:
F (nurn, dtnom)
Va1u~ Probability
I
F (2, 18) ;;
125.9 [O.OOOO[ • •
S
F (1, 18) .,
6.9041 [0.0 171J •
Lag

50000
iSOOC

40000

I

,

t

F (4, 13);; 1.26113 10.3343}

Chi2 (3) .. 2.1896 [0.5340]; F-Form (3, IS) = 0.55265 [0.6542]
Chi2 (2) .. 4.0682[0 .1308] ; F-Form (2, 14) = 1.1815[0.2035 ]
Normality Chi2 (2) ., 2.1916 [O.3343J
Chi2 (6)., 4.360910.6280J; F-Form (6, 11 ) .. 0.4532 5 [0.8285]

sooe

I I
I

-20000 ~;rrmo"'""mo"'""mo;rrmo"''""'""nn;rrnn;rrmo;m""nnmo!
1910
- - N• •

72

~ •• "" ~piI.1

_ _ Chu,..

Test

l OOO(

20000

Te.n of E rror Te rm Normal ity;
Resld. Autoregression :
Error Autocorrela tion
(lags I to 3):
ARCH (lags I to 2) :
Nonnality:
He\eroscedastic errors:

2S00 C

; ~ L'''~'al

14
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•• R• .,

76

78

90

EJ",. ' ... "'U' .....

92

84

96

aa

-sooe

-loooe

so

So ....cr. BAlIk of Japan

ot Functio na l Form

Chi2 (9) .. 5.5072 [0.7880]
and F-Form (9. 8) ;; 0.29682 [0.9555]
RESET test for adding Yhat" 2: RESET F (1, 17) = 4.3978 [0.0512J

Figure 6: Net Copitol Flows ,md Chollge, 0/
Bonk. Lending 10 Re(J1 E,tQre Finn.r

Gra nger Ca usali ty Test be.tw een 4P,a nd {le,:
The sample Is: 1982 (2) to 1996 (1)
Autoregressive-distributed lag model 0/ 4P~ on 4e,
(autoreg.: lags 1 to 5, di$!rlbuted: Jags 0 to 5)
F (11 , 16) ;; 73.1939 [0.00001 ••
Granger-Causality te$! for adding 4C, to 4P, ; F (6, 16);; 7.3362 [0.0007] ••
Autoregressive-distributed lag model of 4 C r on 4 P,
(autoreg.: lags 1 to 5, distributed: lags 0 to 5)
F (ll, 16) = 12.9867 (O.OOOOI ••
Granger-Causality te st for adding 4P, to LlC r : F (6, 16) = Ui163 (0.1398)

proposed b y Kouri and Porter (1974). As in Werner (1994), we insert our
proxy for 6. CF , ad d a lag structure to account for partial adjustment
dy na m ics, b u t unlike in Werner (1994), we the n red u ce to t h e parsim onious form , which is then s u bjected to rigorous testin g. We find that aU
other argu m ents, used in the traditional portfolio model, including
~xchange rates and interest rates, drop out due t o lack of significance

and we o b tai n fr om this proc~dure :
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o.F _ (1 0 + a1 llF (- I) + QJ t:..c, +

30J

Berichle
a ~ .C:t.C,{ - l )

+ 1/. ,

Ta!Jle 4

Mode lling Il F b y 0 1$ wi th b C,,:

This turns out to be precisely the empirical formulation of (7), after
lags are added to model dynamic adjustment. !:le, is highly significant
and single.handedly accounts {or about 80 % of variations in Japanese
capital outflows. We conduct the same statistical tests for significance,
normality, model specification and causality as discussed above (see
Table 4) . Again, all tests are su pportive and show that (12) is well·
defined, with high Significance of the coefficients, normality of the error
term and no omissions of variables.l~ In particular, tests of the direction
of causation found that !:J.C, Granger-causes l:J.F at the 1 % Significance
level, but not vice versa. OUf results were robust over different time periods. What is morc, the empirical model obtained when sequentially
reducing a more general empirical model to the parsimonious form _ the
independent product of a 'general-to-specific' modelling methodology coincides with the relatio ns hip p redicted a priori by our theoretical
model. Thus, excess credit creation single-handedly accounts for the
enormous anomaly of Japanese foreign investment during its surge in the
1980s and the collapse of the early 1990s, just as our simple model of
disaggregated credit would suggest. The result suggests that the more
tradltional portfolio model, based on interest rates and exchange rates
(as applied by Werner, 1994, in the Japanese case) is encompassed by our
disaggregated credit model. For countries and time periods when C,. is
rising Significantly compared to C R , our model is preferable to the traditional capital flow theories that are based on stock adjustment.

V. Conclu sion and Implications

The sample is: 1981 (I) to 1991 (1)
Variable
Constant
IlF_I
OC,
IlC,_1

CoeUicienl
_ 1654.7
0.43487
0.81664
0.63710

Std. Error
2159.6
0.10735
0.19144
0.23360

t~value

-0.77
4.051
4.286
2.727

HCSE
572.2
0.08845
0.12826
0.12669

R'" 0.871632 F (3, 37)., 83.744 [0.0000) rI_ 6881.24 OW. 2.12
Variance instability test: 0.199019 ; Joint instabili ty test: 0.763375
Informati on Criteria: SC" 17.9328; HQ '" 17.8265 : fPE '" 5.1971 Ie .. 007
Dynam ic Ana lYllis:

Solved Stati c Long Run equation:
IlF"
-2928
+2.5726C,
(SEI
(3902)
(0.2872)
WALD test. Chi 1 (1)" 80.226 ••
Tests on the significance of each varioble;
variable
F (n um, denom)
Value
6F
F (1,S7)=
16.409
Constant
F (1, 37)"
0.58709
bC,
F (2. 37) ..
14 .393

Probability
[0.0003] • •
[0.4484]
[0.0000] ••

Te!u on fhe !ignificance of eoch lag:
Lag
F (nurn, denom)
Value
1
F (2, 37) "
34 .069

Probability
[0.0000] ••

Unit Root I-test
_5. 2643·'
_0.76622
5.1189

fist of E rror Term Norma lity
Resid. Autocornl. (lags I to 3): CHI' (3)., 3.055; F-Form (3, 34) = 0_91245 10.4452[
ARCH (lags 1 to 3, res. scaled) : cm' (3) = 0. 1121 ; F-Form (3. 31) = 0.030574 10.9927[
Normality: Normality Chi' (2) .. 0.59454
Heteroscedastic error: CHI' (6) .. 9. 141 ; F-Form (6. 30) .. 1.4346 (0.23441
Functional Form lest

I. Conclusion
This paper has suggested a simple model that can account for the key
anomalies of the traditional monetary approach. It disaggregates the
quantity of credit into a 'real' and a financial circulation. In time periods, when the ratio of credit in the financial circulation to credit in
the real circul ation rises, the simple quantity theory must be expected to
14 Tes ting without any lags over a longer time period (from 1974/1 10 1991/1),
th e close link betw~n bF and IlC, was confirmed in the following simple regression (t values in parenthe5es) :
IlF _ 1142.204 + 2.118 bC,
(0.754 ) (15.2)
R ' '" 0.7725
O . W. _ 1.79

P art R'
0.0156
0.3072
0.3297
0. 1614

RESET test lor adding Yhat"2 : RESET F (I , 36) • 1.1063 [0.2999]
Functional Form: CHI' (9)" 1l.l 95: F·Form (9 , 27) = 1.1268 [0.3785[
G ranger-Causa lity Test

betw~ D

IlC, and bF

The sample is: 1981 (I) to 1991 (1)

Autoregressive-distributed lag model of IlF on IlC,
Granger-Causality test. for adding bC, to 6F: F (5, 34) :: 3.664Z [0.00931
Auloregressive-distributed lag model of 6C, on 6F
Gra nger-Causality test for adding b F to 6C,: F (5. 34)" 1.1655 [0.34621
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disappoint, as it is a special case of the more general quantity theorem of

2. Policy implications

disaggregated credit. In such time periods, a financial boom is likely, as
asset prices a re driven up by speculative borrowing on the back of collateralised assets . This explains why the traditional monetary quantity
theory was not popular in the 19205 and 19305, and again in the late
19805 and early 19905 . Then the traditionally defined velocity of money
declines and excess credit creation can 'spill over' as foreign investment.
However, during time periods such as the 1950s, when in many countries
credit was mainly channelled into the real economy, asset prices
remained stabl e and the traditional quantity theory could be expected to
hold. The fact that the model can account for the major anomalies
observed in many countries over many time periods demonstrates generality and robustness.

The empirical results for the Japanese case have been unambiguously
supportive. The Japanese asset bubble of the 1980s was due to excess
credit creation by banks for speculative purposes, largely in the real
estate market. The apparent velocity decline is shown to be due to a rise
in credit money employed for financial transactions , while the correctly
defined velocity of the real circulation is found to be very stable. This
result is in COntrast to studies using the traditional deposit-money based
approach that have found 'little evidence that monetary factors have
played a significant systematic role in land price fluctuations in Japan'
(Hutchi.son, 1994, p. 80). Further, the open economy version also found
overwhelming empirical support, indicating that Japanese capital outflows during the 1980s can equally be explained by excess credit creation that entered the financial circulation and that was diffused around
the world in the form of foreign investment. Japan in effect created a lot
of money that was not backed by real economic activity and set out to
purchase foreign assets with it. Many foreign observers were no t aware
of thiS, because, using the tradition al monetary approach, they used consumer prices as indicator of monetary policy. Since there was no consumer price inflation, monetary policy was not considered. too lax. This
result supports Werner's (1994) empirical finding of the importance of
land related credit creation in determining capital flows and is in contrast to traditional portfolio models that rely on interest ra te differentials and exchange rates.
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The results imply for policy makers that it is imperative to monitor the
allocation of credit and intervene, if credit creation for unproductive,
especially speculative purposes takes pla ce to a significant degree. Once
an asset bubble has occurred, excess credit creation must turn into bad
debt that tends to cripple the banking system and create a credit
crunch.l~ The extent of the problem and the degree of fragility of the
Japanese banking system can be judged from Figure 2, indicating the
large share of specu lative loans in banks' portfolios. In this situation, a
long, drawn-out recession is likely, as reduced credit in real circulation
tends to reduce real economic activity - in line with equation (3 ) above.
In this case, the central bank can stimulate demand by Simply creating
more money, as was argued by Werner (1994 b). After a long delay and
the longest rece:ssion in Japan since the 1930s, the Bank of Japan finally
adopted this policy in April 1995, which produced a sudden , significant
recovery half a year later.
Our findings suggest that central bank targeting of credit aggregates is
likely to be more successful than traditional mon etary or interest rate
targeting. They also call for comprehensive disclosure by central banks
of timely and detailed credit data.
3. Further Research
The success of the proposed simple framework in accounting for the
major anomalies that the traditional approach has not been able to
explain is an indication that further research into a more complex disaggregation of credit may prove fruitful. Sin ce in this paper credit aggregates were taken as given, further research should also explicitly model
the bank behaviour and bank sup ervision that gave rise to those credit
aggregates. F inally, our approach casts doubt on the wide-spread emphasis of traditional economic theory on prices - mainly interest rates. We
found that key economic variables, namely n ominal GOP, asset prices
and Japanese foreign investment, could be explained single-handedly
with quantity variables - the quantity of disaggregated credit - while
interest rates and exchange rates dropped out in parsimonious reductions as insignificant.
I~ See Wem er (1991) for an early warning of the impending Japanese banking
crisis and reces:sion. See Wemer (1996) for empirical support of the argument that
there has been a credit crunch in Japan in the 19905.
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In conclusion, a new, more general approach has been suggested that
encompasses the traditiona l approach by rendering it merely a special
Case, The framework fo r the growth of scientific knowledge proposed by
Kuhn and Lakatos suggests a paradigm shift in this case. This o p ens a
whole new avenue o{ promising work in the new research programme of
the macro-economic role of credit.
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Summary
Towardll a New Mon et ary Paradiipn: A Quantity Theorem
of Disaggregated Credit, with Evidence fr om Japan

Three important " anomalies ~ that have occurred in the 19805 in several countries , including Scandinavia and Japan, have challenged the traditional monetary
model: (1) the observed velocily declin e and consequent Instability DC the money
demand function; (2) significant asset price rises , often referred to as "bubblu"

and (J l enormous capital outflows from Japan in the 19805 and a sudden reversal
in the early 1990s. ln ttill; paper, a simple model is proposed that encompasses traditional theory and manages 10 e xplain the three main anomalies. It eentres on a
"quantity theory " fra mework of credit-money circulation, which is disaggregated
into "real" and financial transactions. Excess credit creation in the "financial circulation ~ is shown to be respOn5ible for asset price booms, the observed velocity
decline and , in an open economy exteruion, foreign investment. Empirical evidence from Japan supports the model. Implications lor theory, further research
and policy ilIe explored.

Zusammenfass ung
Grundlagen eines n e uen monet:i ren Ansa h:es; Die Quantitiils theori e
d es disflGP"egie rleli Kudit5, emp irisc h bc legt 8m Beispiel lapans
In mehreren Landern, einschlieBlich Japan5 , wurden in dell 1980er lahren drei
signifikante "AnomaJien" beobachtet, welche den traditionellen monetllren Ansatz
in Frage stellen : 1. Der scheinbare Abfall der Celdumlaufgeschwindigkeit und die
sieh daraus ergebende lnstabil!Uit der Geldnachfrage; 2. ungewl:lhnllch steile
Anstiege von Vermllgenswerten, oft als "Bubble" oder Spekulationsblase bezeichnet; und l . Kapitala usfuhren von J a pan, cU e in den 1980u Jahren historisch groBe
Proportioncn annahmen, aber in den frUben 1990er Jahren plotzlich zusanunen brachen. In diesem Aufsatz wird ein einfac heli Modell vorgestellt, das die traditio neUe Theorie als SpeziaUaU belnhaltet und glekhze itig aile drei obigen " Anomalien" erklaren k a nn . Es basiert auf einer " QuantiUitstheorie" der Kreditge.lcbchtip fung, welche in " Finanzzirkulation ~ und ~reale Zirkulat ion~ disaggregiert wird.
Es wird gezeigt, dan ubersc h Osdge GeldschOpfung in der Finanz:tirkulation fUr
alle drei "Anomalien" verantworllich ist. Das Modell wird durch emplrische Tests
am Beispiel Japans bestatigt. Dc.r Aufsatz .chlie.Bt mil einer DiskU$5ion der
Bedeutung dieser Resultate lilr monetarc T hcor ie, zukilnltige Forschung und Wirtschaltspolitik.
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Vers un nouveau paradigme moneta ire: La tbiori e quantita tive
du eri dit dhagrigi A I'exem p le e mp iriqUIl du Japon
Trois .. anomalies » Importantes qui se sont produites dans les annies 80 dans
plusleun pays, y compris en Scandinavie el au Japan, ont remis en question Ie
mod~le monitaire traditionnel: (1) un diclin de vitesse, suivi d'une instabilite de
la fonction de d emande mon~t.ire, (2) des augmentations Importantes des p rix des
actUs _ on fail souvent allusion 1 des ~bulle$. (.. bubbles .. ) - et (3) d'~normes SOl'ties de capitaux du J apon dans les ann~li 80 et un NviNment soudain au debut
des annffi 90. Dans cet article , o n propose un mod~le simple qui incorpore la
thierie traditionneUe et !.ente d 'expUquer les trois anomal ies principales. n se
centre sur un mod~le de . th~orie quanti ta tive .. de la ci rculation de la monnaiecrMit qui cst df!5agr~g~ en . transactions rhHe s-o et finandl!res. n est mo n tr~ que
la CrhtiOD excessive de crtdit dans la .. circulation finam::iere,. est res ponsable du
bourn des prix des actifs , d u declin de vitesse observ~ et, dans une k onomie
ouverte, des investinements ~tr.ngers . L'evidence emp irique du Japon , outient Ie
modMe. On explore dans eet article Jes implications tMoriques et politiques ainsi
que celles au niveau de la recherche.
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